
 

Protecting our natural heritage 

FRIENDS OF BOGGART HOLE CLOUGH 
www.facebook.com/boggart.org.uk                             www.boggart.org.uk 
 

Friends of Boggart Hole Clough (FoBHC), before 2015 named Boggart Hole Clough Community Action Trust (BHCCAT), was founded in 2000.  

FoBHC works with, among others, Manchester City Council (MCC), landowner of Boggart Hole Clough (BHC) & most of Bailey’s Wood. 
 

Feedback re Minutes of Stakeholders Group 12.1.2019 AGM & the Park Plan 
 

              
Re these 3 photos above, see page 2. 

 

Transcript of email sent 11.2.2019 from FoBHC to BHC & DLR Stakeholders Group, MCC & others. 
 

Subject: RE: Minutes from AGM and Park Plan for your feedback. 

 

To: Chris Cooper (Boggart Hole Clough & David Lewis Rec (BHC&DLR) Stakeholders Group Chair). 

 

Cc to: Jon Atkin (Manchester City Council (MCC) North Area Park Manager), Paul Rosenbloom (MCC Charlestown & 

Blackley Engagement & Delivery Officer), MCC Charlestown ward Councillors.            

  

Bcc to: 70 people including some members of the Stakeholders Group & some Friends of Boggart Hole Clough 

(FoBHC). 

 

Chris, 

 

Thanks for the 17.1.2019 email below, received from boggart.rec@gmail.com, to which two documents were attached - 

Minutes of BHC&DLR Stakeholders Group 12.1.2019 AGM (undated) & MCC’s Park Development Plan: Version 1 

(undated). 

 

In the feedback below, regarding these two documents, reference is made to twelve documents (referred to as Doc 1, 2, 3, 

etc), listed below chronologically according to publication date; all these docs, except Doc1, can be seen on our website - 

www.boggart.org.uk: 
 

1. A Framework for the Future - Green Networks with multiple uses in & around towns & cities, Research Report 256, 

English Nature, 1997. Link - http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/77041 
 

2. Birds injured, some fatally, by fishing hooks & lines during 2006, BHCCAT, 16.3.2007. Before 2015, FoBHC was 

named BHCCAT - Boggart Hole Clough Community Action Trust. 
 

3. Biodiversity Management Plan for BHC, Ecology Services UK Ltd, 29.6.2007.  
 

4. Restoring the Clough’s biodiversity health - introduction, FoBHC, 19.2.2015.  
 

5. Japanese Knotweed in Boggart Hole Clough environs, FoBHC, 24.9.2015. 
 

6. Angel Hill War Memorial description & related information, FoBHC, 11.11.2016. 
 

7. Weekly Waterbirds Survey flyer / poster, FoBHC, 20.3.2017. 
 

8. Ancient Woodlands Park proposal, FoBHC, 18.10.2017. 
 

9. Wildway Network proposal, FoBHC, 30.11.2017. 
 

10. Revivifying the Lake, FoBHC, 17.10.2018.  
 

11. Submission to MCC’s 1.12.2018 BHC & DLR Stakeholders Meeting, FoBHC, 30.11.2018. 
 

12. Weekly Waterbirds Survey 2004 to 2018, BHCCAT/FoBHC; survey ongoing. 

_ 
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First, re Minutes of BHC&DLR Stakeholders Group 12.1.2019 AGM. 
 

The Minutes are confusing, misleading. 
 

On page 2 there’s a subtitle - “Update from MCC from previous Stakeholder Group meeting” - beneath which are items 

from the AGM, not from the “previous .. meeting”. Indeed, nothing is recorded about this “previous .. meeting” & I’ve 

received no separate Minutes for the meeting. 
 

This “previous Stakeholder Group meeting” was held 1.12.2018 at North City Library. It was attended by Jon Atkin, Paul 

Rosenbloom, Duncan Mottershead, Mark Hodges, Gillian Patman, Chris Cooper & myself, & an elderly man who arrived 

half way through the meeting whose name I didn’t catch. 
 

I noted 5 items (A to E) during this meeting, as follows. 
 

A. Copies of a Constitution for the Stakeholders Group were distributed. The Constitution concludes: “This constitution 

was approved by members of the association on: 01/12/2018  Signatories: Chair: Chris Cooper Secretary: Gill Patman 

Treasurer: Marc Hodges”. Besides the Chair, Secretary & Treasurer, who are the “members of the association” who 

“approved” the constitution ? 
 

B. I distributed copies of Submission to MCC’s 1.12.2018 Boggart Hole Clough & David Lewis Rec Stakeholders 

Meeting outlining “proposals to regenerate the Clough environs ..” (Doc 11). Most of these proposals are omitted from the 

Park Plan, about which, more below. 
 

C. Duncan Mottershead suggested using herbicides to eliminate the invasive species Himalayan Balsam from the Clough. 

I objected: spraying herbicides would be harmful & unnecessary. FoBHC conservationists successfully eliminated this 

plant from a 200 yards stretch beside the Main Avenue by systematically pulling out the plants over 3 consecutive years. 

This method has not been put into the Park Plan, item 5. C. 
 

D. I reminded the meeting that FoBHC had previously proposed that MCC build on the success of the All-Abilities 

Cycling scheme, which FoBHC was instrumental in starting in 2005, by promoting Multiple All-Abilities Outdoor 

Activities. This was supported by those present at the meeting but only appears in the Park Plan (item 6. I) as “Explore 

options for play equipment for people with physical impairments to complement existing inclusive activities such as 

Simply Cycling.” 
 

E. Jon Atkin said demolishing the Visitor Centre was under consideration & grassing over the site, so MCC North Area 

Parks Team would have to find new offices probably far from the Clough. Chris Cooper supported this idea saying, “its 

not fit for purpose so lets get rid of it”. I reminded the meeting that FoBHC had previously proposed renovating the 

building (Doc 8, page 4), that its facilities / spaces should be fully utilized & that losing the Visitor Centre & associated 

facilities would be a step backwards for the Clough. Others disagreed.  
 

After informing FoBHC re item E above (see e.g. 31.12.2018 Facebook post) & discussions with FoBHC, I responded 

with 10.1.2019 email below proposing the existing building is converted into a Biodiversity Health Centre (see also Doc 

8, page 4) & a post 12.1.2019 on our Facebook page re the 10.1.2019 email.  
 

Therefore, it was gratifying to hear at the AGM & to read in the subsequent AGM Minutes that “a business case is being 

developed .. [which] will argue for the funds needed to provide a visitor centre that is in-line with the ambitions of the 

local residents. Councillors suggested the Lifestyle building in Woodhouse Park in Wythenshawe as an example ..” Cllr 

Curley mentioned that a sum of £5 million might be required. And in the Park Plan (item 6. D) it says “AIM .. To provide 

a new Visitors Centre .. either as a new build or refurbishment of existing infrastructure ..”  
 

Our only difference of approach now it appears is that rather than a Lifestyle building, FoBHC considers proposals for the 

North Manchester Ancient Woodlands Discovery Centre / a Biodiversity Health Centre more appropriate & necessary for 

Boggart Hole Clough Local Nature Reserve, to benefit both people & wildlife. 
 

The 3 attached photos were attached to FoBHC’s 10.1.2019 email below to illustrate a way to convert the present Visitor 

Centre into a more attractive, transparent & dynamic building; they’re re-attached to this email [see page 1] because its 

addressed to some new addressees.       
 

For those who didn’t attend the 1.12.2018 Stakeholders meeting, its proceedings are now reported. 
 

At the 12.1.2019 AGM, Jon Atkin gave FoBHC permission to publish the Park Plan on our website; its now uploaded 

with a link provided on our Facebook page to the Park Plan.  
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Second, re the Park Development Plan - the Park Plan. 
 

Please note references to the Park Plan already discussed above. 

 

The Park Plan is noteworthy for its glaring omissions, exposing a dire lack of knowledge re the Clough, suggesting a lack 

of genuine interest.    

 

I. The Park Plan doesn’t mention that Bailey’s Wood & the Clough, the two main ravines of the Boggart Hole Brook 

Basin, contain Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland (ASNW), described by Natural England as “irreplaceable” & “of prime 

ecological & landscape importance”.  
 

Ecology Services UK Ltd reported the Clough’s ASNW as being in an “unfavourable condition” due to the prevalence of 

non-native plant species. See Doc 3. There is no mention of this in the Park Plan. 
 

Park Plan, item 3: “The main valley .. is clothed on both sides with trees & shrubs including heaths, azaleas & 

rhododendrons ..”  
 

Azaleas & rhododendrons are non-native species which contribute to the “unfavourable condition” of the ASNW - see 

Doc 3.  
 

Park Plan, item 3, continued: “.. On the banks of the brook flowing through the Clough there is an excellent collection of 

aquatic & moisture loving plants.”  
 

The only plant growing here is invasive non-native Himalayan Balsam which has overwhelmed virtually all indigenous 

ground flora on the Brook’s banks. Swathes of Himalayan Balsam dominate the lower reaches of the Clough. 
 

Park Plan, item 6. G: “Plan an annual ‘Balsam Bash’ community event ..” 
 

“Balsam bashing” is likely to do more harm than good, spreading Himalayan Balsam seeds, mass trampling of the 

ground; its a gesture, to feel something is being done, however badly. This essential work should be done properly, 

carefully, systematically. See also item C above. A team of highly trained & properly paid woodland conservation 

management workers needs creating to eradicate invasive non-native species - Himalayan Balsam, Japanese Knotweed 

(Doc 5) & Rhododendron. See Docs 4 &8.  

 

II. The Park Plan doesn’t mention that the Clough is a Local Nature Reserve (LNR). In 2008 MCC, in association with 

Natural England & supported BHCCAT, declared the Clough a LNR. 
 

Omitting to mention that the Clough is a LNR distorts the Clough’s declared purpose as a LNR, a sanctuary where 

wildlife is safe, protected, free from harm. See Doc 2. 
 

The Park Plan should promote activities appropriate for a LNR such as limnology (study of lakes), ichthyology (fish), 

ornithology (birds), dendrology (trees), lepidopterology (butterflies & moths), herpetology (frogs & toads), entomology 

(insects), bryology (mosses & liverworts), chiropterology (bats), mycology (fungi) & other ecological / natural history 

activities which people of all abilities could enjoy in the Clough. 
 

In 2015 & 2016, Greater Manchester Ecology Unit ecologists organized wildlife observation & recording events in the 

Clough; such events should be regularized into monthly or weekly events. See Doc 8, pages 3-4. 
 

Weekly Waterbirds Survey 2004 to 2018 (Doc 12) & Japanese Knotweed in Boggart Hole Clough environs (Doc 5) form 

parts of FoBHC’s ongoing, developing natural history surveys of the Boggart Hole Brook Basin in which all are invited to 

participate. 
 

But none of this is mentioned in the Park Plan. 
 

Instead, the Park Plan mentions “fishing” several times including item 6. K: “Increase participation in & promotion of 

fishing activities ..” 
 

FoBHC proposes this be amended to read “Increase participation in & promotion of ornithology & other natural history 

activities which people of all abilities could enjoy.” 
  

We understand that King William IV Angling Society has “fishing rights” at 4 other waters, besides the Clough pond, at: 

1. Heaton Park lake, 2. The Top & Bottom Billies, Blackley New Road, 3. Vale Lodge, 4. Sainsburys Pond located near 

Heaton Park Sainsburys. Surely the fishing club should concentrate on these above mentioned, underused (in terms of 

fishing), waters & allow the Clough to fulfil its declared purpose as a LNR.  

_ 
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III. The Park Plan doesn’t mention that the Clough is an isolated fragment of ASNW.  

 

For the ASNW to thrive it must be reconnected to adjacent woodlands. This natural woodland habitat de-fragmentation 

requires building eco-bridges. See Docs 1, 8 & 9.   

 

The nearest the Park Plan comes to approaching this issue is item 6. H: “.. improve sustainable access to BHC .. Work .. 

on the promotion of ‘green’ access options .. Work .. on improving the physical infrastructure of sustainable access routes 

..” 

 

IV. The Park Plan doesn’t mention that the Clough Lake has suffered increasingly severe outbreaks of Avian Botulism 

over recent years killing many waterbirds. 

 

FoBHC emailed Doc 10 - Revivifying the Lake, FoBHC, 17.10.2018 - to MCC last year but FoBHC’s proposals, for 

stopping avian botulism recurring, have been ignored.  

 

Park Plan, item 5. G: “Lake. Overhanging trees / branches in the water .. company to be brought in to complete works. 

Look into improving water quality whether through use of chemicals (wildlife safe) to kill off the weeds etc, or an 

external company / organisation to clear bottom”. Park Plan, item 6. G: “.. ensure tree branches from the island in the 

lake do not impede water flow & assist the build-up of algae ..” 

 

FoBHC has repeatedly urged MCC to stop removing any more branches fallen or overhanging from the Island into the 

Lake, while remaining attached to the Island, as Great Crested Grebes, Coots & Moorhens depend upon these branches on 

which they build their floating nests. See Doc 10.  

 

Park Plan, item 6. K: “Commission a new study of the water quality & recommendations on how to reduce the algae & 

improve water quality ..” 

 

We welcome this, but in the meantime FoBHC urges MCC to take some immediate measures to help prevent the endless 

recurrence of avian botulism, e.g. remove the floating islands, plant shading trees to cool the Lake, improve Lakeside ‘Do 

not feed the birds’ signage. See Doc 10. 

 

V. The Park Plan doesn’t mention global warming which increases eutrophication / toxic algal blooms in which avian 

botulism bacteria grows thus increasing outbreaks of the disease & mortality of waterbirds. 

 

“As global warming contributes to the occurrence of both eutrophication & avian botulism in the Clough Lake, it follows 

that campaigning, urging MCC & governments worldwide to stop global warming necessarily becomes an integral part of 

our activity .. MCC should lead the way by demanding Manchester’s energy is generated by renewables (solar, water, 

wind, etc), not fossil fuels, greenhouse gases being the prime cause of global warming. This requires complete divestment 

from fossil fuels & reinvestment in research & development of renewables ..” - Doc 10. 

 

This campaign should be incorporated into the Park Plan 

 

VI. The Park Plan doesn’t mention Multiple All-Abilities Outdoor Activities. 

 

Park Plan, item 6. I: “Explore options for play equipment for people with physical impairments to complement existing 

inclusive activities such as Simply Cycling”. 

 

This inclusiveness should be more inclusive including beginners & veterans, children & elderly, those with learning 

difficulties & those with special skills, fit people & unfit people, etc. And it should cover as many activities as possible 

e.g. participating in outdoor natural history activities discussed in item II above & arts activities in item XII below. See 

also item D above & Docs 7 & 8. 

 

Park Plan, item 6. C: “.. increase the amount of physical activity & related events ..”       

 

Equally important is to increase the amount of mental activity & related events, e.g. natural history activities discussed 

above, & arts activities - see XII below.  

 

At the Stakeholders Group 12.1.2019 AGM, Cllr Curley said a mental health charity called Autisma had expressed 

interest in using the bungalow at the Charlestown Road / Clough Main Avenue junction corner. FoBHC would welcome 

the conversion of this building into a Mental Health Information Centre.  

_ 
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VII. The Park Plan doesn’t mention archaeology. 

 

FoBHC considers the Boggart Hole Brook Basin as a whole - Bailey’s Wood & the Clough - see item III above.  

 

Archaeological excavation & permanent in-situ display of any remains of the former Lion Field Bleach Works at the west 

end of Bailey’s Wood (until recently the Boggart Hole Brook Basin was at the centre of the textile bleaching, dyeing & 

printing industry) would begin to reveal & celebrate North Manchester’s role in the Industrial Revolution. See Doc 8.  

 

The remains of a building near Five Ways in the Clough excavated several years ago should be properly displayed with 

interpretative signage. Doubtless the Clough environs contain further remains to be explored.  

 

As much archaeology involves carefully excavating rubbish dumps / middens, this work could perhaps be creatively 

combined with removing accumulated rubbish from the area. See Doc 11. 

   

VIII. The Park Plan doesn’t mention the Clough’s staffing requirements. 

 

MCC should create several specialized teams of highly trained & properly paid workers - archaeological & ecological 

conservation teams to conserve the history of the Boggart Hole Brook Basin (see item VII above) & to restore the 

biodiversity health of the area’s Ancient Woodlands (see items I & III above) & the Clough Lake (see items IV &V 

above); & a team of social carers to organize & supervise Multiple All-Abilities Outdoor Activities (see items II &VI 

above & XII below) - to transform the Clough environs into a truly thriving place for people & wildlife. 

 

IX. The Park Plan doesn’t mention the Angel Hill War Memorial / Peace Monument.  

 

This structure requires careful ongoing conservation.    

 

In remembrance of the 320 local people killed in two world wars inscribed onto the memorial, & in accord with 

monument’s spirit & meaning, FoBHC campaigns for an end to militarism, nationalism & wars. See Doc 6. 

 

This campaign should be incorporated into the Park Plan. 

  

X. The Park Plan doesn’t mention the David Lewis Recreation Ground memorial which needs restoration work. Doc 11, 

item 6.  

 

XI. The Park Plan doesn’t mention several further FoBHC proposals outlined in Doc 11, e.g. re planting more trees on 

DLR (item VII), re water flooding across the Main Avenue (item VIII), re dangerous footbridge without railings (item 

IX), re properly maintaining & using lecterns & noticeboards (item XI).  

 

XII. The Park Plan (item 6. K) refers to the Lakeside Café only as “helping .. to drive footfall into the Clough.” 

 

FoBHC supports proposals to further evolve this former boathouse into the Lakeside Café Eco-Arts Centre. 

 

XIII. The Park Plan does propose “a new Visitors Centre .. either as a new build or refurbishment of existing 

infrastructure ..”  

 

As discussed earlier in this email (& in 10.1.2019 email below), FoBHC proposes the present building is regenerated into 

a Biodiversity Health Centre / the North Manchester Ancient Woodlands Discovery Centre. 

 

XIV. The Park Plan, item 6. G: “.. Promote biodiverse activities & awareness via the Friends of BHC & their newsletter 

..” This seems an awry description of FoBHC's aim / role. 

 

FoBHC promotes restoring biodiversity health. 

 

We presently (since 2015) have a Facebook page rather than a “newsletter”. Our website began in 2005. 

 

XV. The Park Plan, item 7: “.. priority works .. have been informed through engagement with Friends of the Park ..”  

 

This is far from true. MCC has generally ignored FoBHC’s input, e.g. items I to XI above. MCC usually seems to go out 

of its way NOT to be “informed through engagement with Friends of” Boggart Hole Clough. 

 

FoBHC hopes that MCC & Stakeholders will take notice of this email & incorporate its proposals into the Park Plan.  
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In conclusion. 

 

In so far as the above items / proposals I to XV are included in the Park Plan, FoBHC will support it. In so far as they’re 

excluded / omitted from the Park Plan, we’ll oppose it.  

 

FoBHC will support each grant bid to the extent / degree that it supports / reflects our proposals. 

 

There are other issues but the above items, A to E re the Minutes & I to XV re the Park Plan, are more than enough to be 

going on with &, according to the 17.1.2019 email below, the deadline for submitting comments about the Park Plan is 

today. 

 

Peter.             

 

P. F. Milner, Administrator, Friends of Boggart Hole Clough (FoBHC), 01612035009.      

www.boggart.org.uk                                    www.facebook.com/boggart.org.uk 
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